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Avery immediately turned back and looked at Elliot. 

Elliot’s body turned his back to Avery, as if to draw a line between their worlds. 

 

Avery looked at his sturdy and broad back in a daze, just looking at him so quietly, she 
gave birth to great courage and motivation. 

She crawled gently to him and lay down, wrapping her arms around his chest. 

“Elliot, I’m satisfied when you stay by my side like yesterday.” Avery leaned on his back 
and whispered softly. 

Elliot didn’t speak but Avery knew he heard. 

Avery didn’t need his respond. She knew how tormented he was, and now she just 
begged him to give her a little more time so that she could find a solution. 

Aryadelle. 

Aqi drove to the hospital and asked the medical staff about the woman who jumped into 
the river. 

“Are you her relatives?” The nurse asked. 

Aqi was stunned for a moment, then nodded: “I’m her friend. How is she doing now?” 

Nurse: “She’s still resuscitating. Should you pay for her expenses, or should you contact 
her family, Let her family come over?” 

Aqi didn’t hesitate: “I’ll pay.” 

After Aqi paid a fee for Katalina, the nurse led him to the emergency room.“It’s hard to 
say what’s going on with your friend now. When the emergency room door opens, you 
can ask the doctor.” After the nurse said this, she walked away. 

Aqi sat down in a chair outside the emergency room. 

Within ten minutes, the emergency room door opened. 

Katalina was pushed out. 

Aqi glanced at Katalina– 



He saw her face pale and her eyes closed, as if… 

“Doctor, is she dead?!” Aqi exclaimed. 

The doctor was stunned. 

On the stretcher bed, Katalina opened her eyes in anger when she heard his 
unfortunate words. 

“Are you a family member of the patient?” The doctor asked, “She’s not dead, but she’s 
going to be hospitalized.” 

Aqi said ‘oh’, and when he saw Katalina opened her eyes, he breathed a sigh of relief: 
“It’s fine if she doesn’t die. Then Go to the hospital!” 

“I’m going to issue an order, and you can take it to the hospital.” After the doctor 
finished speaking, he walked to the next consulting room. 

Aqi looked at Katalina again: “How do you feel?” 

“Fortunately…I shouldn’t die.” Katalina’s mouth curled into a smile, half sarcastic and 
half serious, “Why are you here?” 

Aqi: “I called you, but a stranger picked it up. I came out of school and saw your bag 
outside a fruit shop.” 

Katalina was a little surprised: “Did you remember what my bag looks like?” 

“Your bag was hung up on a bear pendant, that bear was really ugly, it’s hard to 
remember.” Aqi finished teasing and asked, “How could you jump into the river? Did 
someone force you?” 

The smile on Katalina’s face disappeared. 

Because she didn’t answer the question, Aqi was indignant: “was it Norah? You didn’t 
have to think about it to know it’s her.”“I won’t owe her to each other in the future.” 
Katalina saw that Aqi was tense, so she reached out and pulled him. “I learned to swim 
when I was very young, and I also practiced in the national team. I deliberately chose to 
jump into the river because I was sure that I would survive this way.” 

“Swimming and jumping into the river are two different things. Jumping from such a high 
place, even if you can swim, you may die.” Aqi pushed her hand away, “Don’t say that 
you don’t owe each other, there is no way to settle this matter.” 

“What could I do? My parents had cut ties with me because of her.” Katalina said sourly, 
holding back the tears in her eyes. 
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“I didn’t let you rely on your parents. It would be good if those two old fools didn’t kill 
you.” Aqi said, “I said before that I would protect you. Today I have broken my promise.” 

Katalina: “What does this have to do with you? Aqi, my cousin shouldn’t bother me in 
the future. I’ll be fine in the future. You can protect Layla at ease…” 

 

“I’ll arrange things in the future, You don’t have to worry about it.” Aqi said sternly. 

The doctor took the order and handed it to Aqi: “Take her to the hospital! Also, she has 
a concussion now, please stop talking to her and let her rest more.” 

Aqi responded embarrassedly, and then pushed Katalina to go to the inpatient 
department. 

After completing the hospitalization procedures, Aqi hired a nurse to take care of 
Katalina. 

After finishing all this, Aqi drove back to Foster’s villa. 

After telling Layla about Katalina’s situation, Layla asked him to go to the hospital to 
take care of Katalina until Katalina was discharged. 

“Layla, Teacher Larson is a girl. I am clumsy and don’t know how to take care of her. 
The nurses will take good care of her.” Aqi blushed. 

Layla: “You’re right, but you also have to see Teacher Larson! Otherwise, Teacher 
Larson will be lonely in the hospital alone.” 

Aqi: “The doctor said Teacher Larson had a concussion and needed more rest.” 

“Oh… Did that bad girl Norah do it? When my dad comes back, I want my dad to fire 
her! And then let my dad throw her into the river to feed the sharks!” Layla gritted her 
teeth angrily. 

Aqi: “Have you made a video with your dad? When will he return to Aryadelle?” 

“I saw my dad, but my dad was sleeping and didn’t talk to me. My mom said he was sick 
and she had to wait for him to recover. Only then he can come back.” Layla said angrily. 

Aqi: “Don’t worry, your mother can definitely cure him.” 



The next morning, Aqi took the breakfast cooked by Mrs. Cooper and went to the 
hospital to visit Katalina. 

Unexpectedly, when he pushed open the door of the ward, he saw two uninvited guests. 

Katalina: “Dad, Mom, I can’t be as promising as my cousin in my life, and I don’t want to 
marry someone I don’t like for the business of the Larson family. I know you’re 
disappointed in me, and I don’t want you to be disappointed…” 

“You stupid child, just because of these things, you are going to jump into the river?! 
You were born by me, I didn’t let you die, how could you die?” Laurel cried. 

After Katalina’s accident yesterday, the two elders got the news as soon as possible 
and arrived by plane overnight. 

“Mom, why do you think I’m going to die? Someone forced me to jump off.” Katalina 
didn’t say Norah’s name. 

Katalina has no evidence to prove that Norah was instigating it, and if she said it hastily, 
her parents might think that she deliberately slandered Norah. 

“Who? Who is so courageous…” Laurel exclaimed. 

Katalina bit her lip, tears streaming down her face, unable to speak. 

Just as Aqi was about to rush into the ward, Lincoln sighed heavily: “Besides Norah, 
who else would want to let Katalina die?!” 

“Impossible! Norah can’t do such a thing… Norah is so sensible…” Laurel’s ankles 
softened and she leaned against her husband’s arms. 

“Then tell me, besides Norah, who else is there? Could it be the bodyguard of the 
Foster family?” Lincoln asked his wife, supporting his wife. 

Laurel: “Yes! It’s that bodyguard! It must be that bodyguard! Of course that bodyguard 
couldn’t woo us, so…” 

“Mom!” Katalina cried and shouted after listening to her mother’s outrageous guess, 
“You go out. I don’t want to see you again! No matter if I live or die, I don’t want to see 
you again!” 

The two elders looked at their angry daughter in amazement, at a loss. 

Aqi pushed open the door of the ward and strode into the ward. After putting down 
breakfast, he ‘invited’ the two elders out. 



… 

Bridgedale. 

A gray car stopped at the gate of Avery’s villa yard. 

Immediately, the door opened and two people got out of the car. 

Holding a large cardboard box each, the two walked to the gate of the courtyard and 
rang the doorbell. 
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Ali came out and saw that the two people at the door had never seen each other, so he 
shouted at the door of the courtyard: “Who are you? What are you doing here?” 

The leader replied: “Hello, this is Miss Tate’s house? I’m Professor Greens…” 

 

Before the man finished speaking, Avery ran out of the house wearing slippers. 

After she came out, she quickly ran to the gate of the courtyard and opened the door. 

“Thank you for helping me deliver the things. Come in and drink a glass of water!” Avery 
wanted to pick up the cardboard box from one of them after putting them in. 

“Miss Tate, the cardboard box is a little heavy, let’s help you move it in!” The two of 
them carried the cardboard box and walked towards the front quickly. 

“You don’t need to change your shoes, just go in.” Avery immediately followed their 
pace. 

“Boss, what are they holding?” Ali followed Avery and asked, “Is that what the old man 
gave you?” 

“Well. Professor Greens is a very respectable professor, even if you Can’t remember his 
name, and then don’t call him ‘that old man’ you can call him just ‘Professor’ casually.” 
Avery corrected. 

“Oh… well!” Ali was stunned. 

After the cardboard box was moved to the house, Avery immediately went to pour water 
for the two people sent by Professor Greens. 



“Miss Tate, you don’t need to pour water, we have water in the car.” The two were ready 
to leave. 

Avery immediately put down the water glass and sent them out. 

After Avery sent the two out, Elliot came out of the room. 

He walked out and his eyes suddenly fell on the two large cardboard boxes in the living 
room. 

Ali saw that Elliot was interested in the cardboard box, so he explained to Elliot: 
“Professor Greens gave it to the boss Tate. Do you know Professor Greens?” 

Elliot shook his head. 

“Professor Greens is… I don’t know this old man either… Seeing my boss respects him 
so much, he must be a very powerful person. Do you know the March Medical Award?” 
Ali continued to ask. 

Elliot knew about the March Medical Prize. 

Because Margaret used him to apply for the March Medical Award, and she should be 
able to win this award in the end. 

“This old man is one of the judges of the March Medical Award. I don’t think there are 
any valuables in these cardboard boxes. Do you want to see what’s inside?” Ali wanted 
to see it, so he asked Elliot if he wanted to see it. 

Seeing that Elliot didn’t refuse, Ali immediately took out the dagger he was carrying, and 
cut open the two cardboard boxes. 

The things in the two cardboard boxes were really not valuables. 

Here were two boxes of paper documents. 

Ali hated to see this kind of stuff written with dense text. 

Outside the villa, Avery sent the two away and was walking towards them. 

Ali felt a chill, so he immediately took two pieces of paper out of the carton and stuffed 
them into Elliot’s hands. 

“Mr. Foster, wait and say it’s what you want to see. Otherwise, the boss will scold me.” 
After Ali finished speaking, he immediately walked behind Elliot to hide. 



Elliot lowered his eyes and looked at the two pieces of paper that Ali forcibly stuffed 
him. 

The title column on this piece of paper was written with relatively uncommon medical 
terms. In layman’s terms, it is the feasibility of artificial brains to prolong life. 

An artificial brain…literally understands what it means. 

Just like the artificial heart seen in the TV series before, the body’s heart could not 
continue to work, so it was replaced with an artificial heart. 
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After the concept of artificial heart appeared and artificial heart research was launched, 
the technology of artificial brain had never been heard of. 

Presumably because this technology was more difficult to solve than the heart of a 
newcomer. 

 

He have never heard of anyone who can live for a long time with an artificial heart, and 
the artificial brain he was using now may not last long. 

He could die anytime, anywhere, the next second, and die again, forever. 

Avery entered the room and saw that the two cardboard boxes had been opened, and 
Elliot was holding two pieces of paper… 

She put away her stunned expression, raised the corner of her mouth, and explained to 
him: “This was Margaret sending you for trial. The materials of the Organizing 
Committee of the March Medical Award… but they were all copies. I asked Professor 
Greens to secretly print it for me.” 

Ali was stunned for a moment: “Boss, Professor Greens did not quit March Medicine. Is 
the Organizing Committee of the Award?” 

Originally, Professor Greens had broken up with the leader of the Organizing 
Committee and announced his withdrawal from the March Organizing Committee. 

But after Avery begged him last time, he agreed and return to the organizing committee. 

Professor Greens has served as a member of the March Organizing Committee longer 
than the current team leader, so when he said he would return to the organizing 
committee, the team leader did not say anything. 



It took Professor Greens. 

Three days to get the assistant to copy the two boxes of documents. 

There were many more materials, which would be printed and sent later.If the 
organizing committee hadn’t decided Margaret for the sake of money, Professor Greens 
would never have done such a thing against professional ethics. 

Although Avery would probably not leak this incident and these materials, once the 
incident was leaked, Greens’ reputation would be ruined for most of his life. 

“He can go back anytime he wants.” Avery said lightly, “This matter must be kept strictly 
confidential, even if he dies, he can’t say it.” 

Ali immediately covered his mouth and nodded sharply. 

“Elliot, I will study Margaret’s research results. It’s better to ask for yourself. What 
Margaret can do, I can definitely do it too.” Avery looked at his emotionless face, her 
brows and eyes curved with full of hope. 

She was like a ray of bright light shining into his dead heart. 

These few days, Elliot hardly spoke to her, but Avery said a lot to him. 

Every time Avery asked something, Elliot either answered casually, shook his head, or 
didn’t answer. 

But she was never discouraged. 

She took the paper in his hand, put it in the cardboard box, and dragged him towards 
the kitchen: “Elliot, the nanny has made soup, let’s go drink some soup!” 

“Avery.” Elliot opened his mouth and called out her name. 

Hearing Elliot’s voice, Avery was pleasantly surprised. 

She knew that Elliot was not a cold machine, let alone an emotionless wood. As long as 
she regards him as the former Elliot, he will definitely realize that she is the same Avery 
who loved him before. 

“Elliot, what do you want to say?” Avery turned around and held his hand tightly with 
both hands. 

“I don’t want you to pay so much for me.” Elliot told her his inner thoughts, “because you 
may pay a lot, but in the end there is no result.”“How do you know that there is no 



result? Until the end, how do you know that I will not succeed?” Avery said word by 
word, gentle and firm, “As long as you believe me, I will definitely think of a way.” 

Elliot’s throat moved, but in the end he didn’t say anything. 

Avery: “I like to work on challenging projects like this. Don’t think I’m doing it all for you, 
it’s just to satisfy my own curiosity.” 

“I’m afraid others will threaten you with me.” How could Elliot not be able to tell which of 
her words was true and which was false. 

When Avery was in the basement before, she said that if the two of them could escape, 
they would not work in the future and could retire with peace of mind. 

She studied Margaret’s project just for him. Not for her so-called curiosity. 
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Avery was moved beyond words when she heard Elliot’s words. 

These few days, Elliot has been silent and closed himself up, Avery thought he would 
not open his heart easily. 

 

Unexpectedly, Elliot was just afraid of involving her. 

“I talked to Margaret, and she said she was only interested in that award. She said she 
wouldn’t deliberately embarrass us. So you don’t have to worry. No one has troubled 
me since you came back.” With a relaxed tone, Avery said, “Elliot, we don’t need to 
worry about the difficulties that haven’t come yet…” 

“Margaret will marry Travis.” Elliot explained this matter. 

“I know. Are you worried that Travis will trouble us?” Avery raised her head and looked 
at him, “They will get married in half a month. At least in this half month, Travis has no 
energy to trouble us.”Chatting in a low voice, the nanny was in the kitchen and brought 
them two bowls of chicken soup and brought them to the dining room. 

Avery immediately took Elliot to the dining room. 

“You’ve lost a lot of weight. I want to restore your body to its original shape.” Avery 
pushed him into a chair and sat down, “Elliot, do you want to see Layla and Robert? 
They both miss you very much.” 

Elliot picked up the soup bowl and sipped the soup quietly. 



“If you don’t know how to deal with them, you can do without video.” Seeing that Elliot 
didn’t speak, Avery added, “When you want to contact them, we can contact them at 
any time.” 

“When are you going back home?” Elliot asked. 

“I’m waiting for you to adjust your state.” Avery took the spoon and drank the soup 
slowly, “If you go back to Aryadelle, you will not only face Layla and Robert, but also 
Shea and many of your friends. Let’s go back in no hurry and wait for a while.” 

Avery was very thoughtful. 

Elliot really did not adjust his mood for the time being. He finished the soup in the bowl 
and put down the bowl and spoon. 

“Do you want to add another bowl?” Avery asked. 

Elliot shook his head and wiped his mouth with a tissue. 

“Elliot, besides being afraid of me being threatened, what else are you afraid of? I 
especially want to know what’s in your heart.” Avery put down the bowl, intertwined his 
hands, and supported his cheeks with the back of her hands, “I’m actually very peaceful 
now. As long as I’m with you, I’m content. I haven’t been able to find you for the past 
two months, so I keep that shirt you’re wearing in the basement with me.” 

“If you dare to be me out of fear and if you choose to leave me, or leave this world, I will 
definitely not forgive you.” Avery added. 

She didn’t mean to say such unpleasant remarks. 

It was the words Elliot just said that made Avery vaguely uneasy. 

“I can promise you, but you must also promise me. If someone uses me to threaten you, 
you must tell me immediately.” Elliot negotiated with her, “If you can’t do it, then I don’t 
have to listen to you.” 

Seeing Elliot’s firm attitude, Avery could only nod in agreement.“Elliot, I haven’t seen 
you smile for a long time, can you smile at me?” In order to adjust the atmosphere, 
Avery made this little request. 

“Another request.” Elliot couldn’t help laughing. 

“Then can you let me accompany you to the hospital for a detailed examination?” Avery 
changed her request, “Aside from your mental state, I feel that your body is actually very 
healthy. So I really want to take you to the hospital. “ 



Elliot: “What if I refuse?” 

“You added the word ‘if’, which means you don’t want to refuse me so strongly.” Avery 
analyzed his eyes and his tone thoroughly, “Elliot, I said, don’t be afraid. No matter what 
you become, you are the man I love the most. I will not treat you as an alien, let alone a 
monster. When we return home, I will marry you.” 

“No.” Elliot said coldly without hesitation, “I may die at any time, and I don’t even dare to 
see the child, let alone give you any promises.” 

 


